
Editor Note 

 

Dear Readers,  

The continuous coronavirus pandemic has just immersed in excess of 10,000 lives, made thousands 

increasingly wiped out, and caused a worldwide wellbeing emergency that most alive today haven't 

seen. It's likewise unleashed ruin in the worldwide money related markets, remembering for India. 

For a large number of us, in any event, for the individuals who saw the Global Financial Crisis of 

2008, these are surprising and tempestuous occasions in the capital markets. The monetary dangers 

of coronavirus, joined with the oil value war activated by the Saudis, have tossed worldwide markets 

into confusion.  

To begin with, "Dark Thursday" occurred on March 12, 2020, when major worldwide securities 

exchanges enrolled the best single-day rate fall since the 1987 financial exchange crash. The Nifty 50 

was additionally down around 8 percent that day. 

Journal of Global Economics expects to disperse propelled information everywhere throughout the 

globe. Fortunately, with the steady help of Eminent Editorial Board Members, potential analysts and 

dynamic creators (authors, reviewers) we can run this Journal so effectively till now and we trust it 

proceeds in future. Journal of Global Economics provides the Quarterly publication of articles in all 

areas related to Economics. Banking, Business Management, Economic Growth, Economic Policies, 

E-Governence, Financial Puzzles, Macro Economics, Micro Economics, Social Economics, Stock 

Market.  

In the time of 2019, we have distributed a generally excellent number of articles, which were 

ongoing disclosures. In the previous years, aside from regular issues we have likewise published 

special issue articles on subjects, such as, "Global Marketing and Financial Crisis Covid-19" which is 

edited by Dr. Tetsuji Yamada and Dr. Bostan D Ionel" Technology management, Global Economy and 

Marketing" edited by Dr. Samar Rahi and there are many more such special issue topics which were 

released on a timely basis. At present, our fundamental center is to make scientific papers more 

accessible for aspiring researchers. With the help of publication board individuals, Executive Editors 

and Guest Editors, we are intending to think of interesting Special issue themes to support the 

authors. Journal of Global Economics comes under the top ten Journal in this open access field. 

Journal of Global Economics would like to express sincere gratitude to Editors Dr. Tetsuji Yamada, Dr. 

Bostan D Ionel, Dr. Milton Yago, Akbar Nikkhah, Alan E H Speight, Salvatore Drago, Stefan Daniel 

Armeanu, Jimmy Teng, and so on for their huge help, direction, benefits, Services in every stage of 

publication process. We generally anticipate work with a lot increasingly young researchers over the 

globe.  



 

Regards  

Bostan D Ionel 


